Background
==========

The effectiveness and accuracy of aligning short reads to genomes have an important impact on many applications that rely on next-generation sequencing data. The computational requirements and material cost for aligning large-scale short reads to genomes is also expensive. To prevent wasted time and resources for aligning short reads, we investigated the different measures of genome complexity\[[@B1]\] that correlated best to the performance of alignment to propose a linear model for each aligning method\[[@B2]\].

Materials and methods
=====================

We demonstrated that repeats in genomic DNA could affect greatly the performance of short-read aligners. Exploring several different measures of genome complexity, we showed that there was a high correlation between our proposed-measure of genome complexity and, respectively, alignment accuracy and chromosomal coverage. The result was validated using 9 state-of-the-art aligners (Bowtie2\[[@B3]\], BWA-SW\[[@B4]\], Cushaw2, Masai\[[@B5]\], mrFast, SeqAlto, SHRiMP2\[[@B6]\], Smalt, and SOAP2\[[@B7]\]) and two different data sets. The first dataset, which consists of 100 genomic sequences including bacteria, plants and eukaryotes, was used to correlate complexity and alignment accuracy. The second dataset, which consisted of all 24 chromosomes of human, 20 chromosomes of soybean, and 10 chromosomes of corn, was used to correlate complexity and chromosomal coverage. High correlation between alignment performance and complexity enabled us to build linear regression models that could predict alignment accuracy and chromosomal coverage.

Results
=======

We demonstrated the utility of this method by showing how to use linear models to predict accuracy of aligners simply based on the complexity of genomes without using any reads for alignment. This can potentially help reduce experimental costs. Further, we showed how to use linear models to predict chromosomal coverage of genomes based on the expected coverage. This ability can also help reduce experimental costs as it allows researchers to predict how much a given number of reads will effectively cover chromosomes of interest. A visualization of genome complexity along chromosomes will also help to visually identify chromosomal regions that are potentially difficult to be covered by reads.

Availability
============

Software to compute measures of genome complexity is available at <https://github.com/vtphan/shortread-alignment-prediction>
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